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OFF YOU GO
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Do each exercise for  
30 seconds (per side,  

if applicable), followed  
by 30 seconds of rest. 
Continue for 5 rounds,  

or 5 to 7.5 minutes total.

FOR THE BEST RESULTS:  
Do the exercise of the day in 

addition to two to three 
days a week of total-body 

strength-training (it can be 
bodyweight!) and two to three 
days a week of light cardio, like 
a 15- to 20-minute power walk.

TRACK YOUR PROGRESS:  
At the start of the challenge, 
count how many reps you can 

do of each move in 40 seconds. 
Keep that number handy and 

repeat this test at the end of the 
challenge to see how much 

stronger you’ve gotten.



MONDAY: KNEELING PUSHUP 
Begin in a knee plank with tailbone tucked under, index fingers pointing straight forward 
and fingers spread wide, feet together and toes tucked, resting on mat. Lower down, 
starting with your shoulders shrugging away from the ears, elbows slightly in towards  
the ribs. Press up quickly. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30.  
Continue for 5 minutes total.

WEEK ONE
30 DAY ABS CHALLENGE

TUESDAY: THIGH-SUPPORTED ROCKIES 
Start balancing on tailbone with left leg straight and lifted to hover off of mat, right  
leg bent, holding right hamstring just above knee with right hand, and left arm lifted so  
biceps is in line with ear. With control, roll back until shoulder blades touch the mat and 
hips lift off the floor. Roll forward to return to starting position. That’s one rep. Repeat 
for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

FRIDAY: SIDE V-UP 
Start lying on right side, right arm out 
on the floor at a slight angle in front of 
body, left hand behind head, and left 
leg stacked on top of right. At the 
same time, lift legs and torso up and 
toward one another, trying to touch 
left elbow to left leg, leaning onto 
right forearm for support. Return to 
start. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 
seconds, then immediately switch 
to opposite side. Rest 30 seconds. 
Continue for 7.5 minutes total.

SUNDAY: CAT COW 
Begin on all fours. Inhale to drop  
stomach toward the mat and arch back, 
looking up toward the ceiling. Hold for 
five seconds, then round back, drawing 
navel toward spine and tucking tailbone 
under. Hold for five seconds. That’s one 
rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest 
for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

WEDNESDAY: PLANK KNEE CROSS PULLS 
Start in a plank position. Pull right knee under body and across to tap left elbow.  
Return to plank, and then pull left knee under body and across to touch right elbow.  
That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

THURSDAY: STATIC DEADBUG 
Start lying on back with arms at sides, legs bent, and feet flat on mat. Lift arms toward  
ceiling at shoulder height. Lift knees into air until legs form 90-degree angles. Flex feet.  
Engage core and hold for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.
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WEEK TWO
30 DAY ABS CHALLENGE

TUESDAY: SUPINE HIP LIFT 
Lie on your back, arms by sides. Keeping shoulder blades pressing into the floor, lift  
hips off of the ground. Squeeze glutes at the top and then return to start. That’s one rep.  
Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

FRIDAY: FOREARM  
SIDE PLANK HOLD 
Start lying on right side with upper  
body propped up on right forearm, 
elbow under shoulder, left hand on 
left hip, and legs extended with left leg 
crossed in front of right, feet flexed 
and resting on mat. Lift hips off of mat 
as high as possible. Hold for 30 
 seconds, then immediately switch 
to opposite side. Rest 30 seconds. 
Continue for 7.5 minutes total.

WEDNESDAY: BEAR PLANK SHOULDER TAPS 
Start on all fours with toes tucked. Push into hands and lift knees to hover off mat. Keep 
hips level as you lift right hand to tap left shoulder. Return right hand to mat and then lift 
left hand to tap right shoulder. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. 
Continue for 5 minutes total.

THURSDAY: CROSS PRESS DEAD BUGS 
Start lying on back, left arm lifted toward ceiling at shoulder height, right leg lifted toward 
ceiling at hip height (foot flexed), left leg bent at 90 degrees, and right hand pushing into 
top of left knee. At the same time, slowly lower left arm backward until biceps is by ear as 
you lower right leg forward to hover above mat. Return to start. That’s one rep. Repeat 
for 30 seconds, then immediately switch to opposite side. Rest 30 seconds. Continue 
for 7.5 minutes total.
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SUNDAY: QUADRUPED  
BIRD DOG 
Begin on all fours. At the same time,  
extend right arm forward to shoulder 
height and left leg back to hip height, 
keeping limbs straight. Then, round 
back and draw right elbow toward 
left knee to touch. Reach right arm 
and left leg back out. Return to start 
and repeat on the the other side. 
That’s one rep. Repeat for 30  
seconds, then rest for 30.  
Continue for 5 minutes total

MONDAY: PLANK HOLD OPPOSITE KNEE DROP 
Start in a plank. While keeping hips level, slowly lower one knee down to touch the mat. 
Reverse the motion, then do the same thing with the other knee. That’s one rep. Repeat 
for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.



WEEK THREE
30 DAY ABS CHALLENGE

TUESDAY: QUADRUPED SHOULDER ROLLS 
Start on all fours. Draw a big circle with shoulders by squeezing them up toward ears, 
then rolling them down back. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then switch  
directions for 30 seconds. Rest 30 seconds. Continue for 7.5 minutes total.

FRIDAY: PLANK TO  
ALTERNATING SIDE PLANK 
Start in a plank position. Lift right arm  
toward ceiling at shoulder height as  
you rotate body to open up to right side 
of mat. Body should form “T” shape. 
Return to plank position. Lift left arm 
toward ceiling at shoulder height as  
you rotate body to face left side of mat. 
Return to plank position. That’s one 
rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest 
for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

SUNDAY: BEAR CRAWL HOLD 
Begin on all fours with toes tucked. Lift 
your knees to hover off the mat and take 
one step forward with each foot. Engage 
abs by drawing navel toward spine, push 
hands into mat and hold for five seconds, 
then, without dropping knees, take one 
step back with each foot. Lower knees 
down to mat. That’s one rep. Repeat for 
30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue 
for 5 minutes total.

WEDNESDAY: PLANK ALTERNATING TOE TOUCH 
Start in a plank position. While keeping hips as level as possible, pick right foot off the 
ground and bend right knee under stomach toward chest, as you lift left hand off mat to 
tap right toes with left fingers. Return to plank position. Repeat on opposite side. That’s 
one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

THURSDAY: INCHWORM 
Start standing at back of mat. Fold forward, bending knees, until palms reach floor. Slowly 
walk hands forward pulling body into plank position. Keeping hips steady and legs straight, 
slowly walk hands back to start and stand. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then 
rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.
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MONDAY: KNEELING PUSHUP TO BIRD DOG 
Begin in a knee plank, tail bone tucked under, index fingers pointing straight forward, and 
fingers spread wide. Lower down, pulling shoulders away from ears, elbows slightly in toward 
ribs. Press up quickly, this time lifting knees off the ground as you do and reaching left arm 
forward to shoulder height and right leg back to hip height. Lower back to knee plank. Repeat 
on opposite site. Continue for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.



MONDAY: STRETCH  
JUMP TO PLANK 
Start standing in the middle of your mat 
with feet together and hands at sides. 
Swing hands overhead and take a tiny hop 
straight up off the mat. Land and immediately 
bend knees, folding forward to place 
hands on floor. Jump legs back to land in 
plank position. Quickly hop feet forward 
again to meet hands. Stand and swing 
arms back overhead to take another tiny 
hop straight up off mat. That’s one rep. 
Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. 
Continue for 5 minutes total.

WEEK FOUR
30 DAY ABS CHALLENGE

TUESDAY: THIGH-SUPPORTED ROCKIES 
Start balancing on tailbone with left leg straight and lifted to hover off of mat, right  
leg bent, holding right hamstring just above knee with right hand, and left arm lifted so  
biceps is in line with ear. With control, roll back until shoulder blades touch the mat and 
hips lift off the floor. Roll forward to return to starting position. That’s one rep. Repeat 
for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

FRIDAY: SIDE PLANK  
ELBOW TWIST 
Start in a side plank with feet flexed,  
left foot stacked on top of right, upper 
body propped on right forearm, elbow 
underneath shoulder, and left hand  
behind head. Rotate at waist to bring 
left elbow down to touch mat. Keep  
hips high and lower body stable. Return 
to start. That’s one rep. Repeat for  
30 seconds, then immediately  
switch sides. Rest for 40 seconds. 
Continue for 7.5 minutes total.

SUNDAY: SCAP PUSHUP 
Start on all fours. Spread shoulder 
blades wide across back like you’re  
trying to imprint a bra line on the ceiling, 
and then squeeze shoulder blades  
together as you lower chest toward mat 
without bending your arms. That’s one 
rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest 
for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

WEDNESDAY: PLANK JACKS 
Start in a plank, feet together. Hop feet hips-width distance apart, and then hop them 
back in together, keeping hips level. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest 
for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

THURSDAY: TWO-STEP PLANK WALK 
Start in a plank position. Move left foot 12 inches to the left as you move right hand to meet 
left under chest. Then, move left hand 12 inches to the left as you bring right foot to meet left. 
Repeat a second time from the top, and then reverse the movements to return to start position. 
That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.
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WEEK FIVE
30 DAY ABS CHALLENGE

MONDAY: KNEELING PUSHUP 
Begin in a knee plank with tailbone tucked under, index fingers pointing straight forward and fingers spread wide, feet together and toes tucked, 
resting on mat. Lower down, starting with your shoulders shrugging away from the ears, elbows slightly in towards the ribs. Press up quickly. 
That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.

TUESDAY: THIGH-SUPPORTED ROCKIES 
Start balancing on tailbone with left leg straight and lifted to hover off of mat, right leg bent, holding right hamstring just above knee with right 
hand, and left arm lifted so biceps is in line with ear. With control, roll back until shoulder blades touch the mat and hips lift off the floor. Roll  
forward to return to starting position. That’s one rep. Repeat for 30 seconds, then rest for 30. Continue for 5 minutes total.
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For more fitness plans, go to 
WomensHealthMag.com/Challenges.  

You’ve got this!


